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As an ex-PhD student, I had a personal relationship with the beauties and difficulties of being a doctoral 

student. For this reason, too, I would like to help students make the “transition” process simpler and easier. 

Also, those who simply need support can contact me as well with confidence.  

Personally, let me to introduce myself in a few words. 

I was born on February 8, 1991 in Cluj-Napoca. After my high school studies at the Secondary School of 

Economics in Veszprém, I was admitted to the University of Pannonia (Applied Economics BSc) which was 

followed by my master’s studies here at the university in International Economy and Business. I started my 

doctoral studies in 2016 in collaboration with the Department of Accountancy and Controlling and the 

Department of International Economics. At the same time, as a doctoral student, I actively participated in the 

work of both departments and also performed lecturing duties throughout. My subjects include both BSc and 

MSc subjects: Business Communication, International Business, Customs and Forwarding (Hungarian and 

English), World economic analysis and forecasting, Management Accounting (in English), The social 

relations of business, The practice problems-solving, Sustainability, Fundamental of Accounting. In 

connection with the subjects, I also take part in the care and creation of the study materials. In addition to my 

teaching work, I undertake thesis supervisions from September 2020, in the framework of which I am currently 

assisting 11 students in their works. As a BSc student, I presented my research at the Institutional Scientific 

Student’s Associations Conference. Later, during my doctoral studies I also participated in this conference as 

a reviewer and a secretary. I was active in our own family business for 6.5 years and I currently work as a 

Research Assistant at the University of Pannonia. On the 21 January 2021, I defended my dissertation in public 

then in February I got the degree.  


